Real Vision Imaging (RVI) Cloud:
RVI Cloud is a hosted document imaging solution
for customers interested in a non-premises option.
Digitized documents are stored in one of the most
physically secured sites in the nation designed to
meet US Department of Defense anti-terrorism force
protection codes. All images / data are backed-up
and replicated to a similar site ensuring documents
are archived and protected. Users have secured
24x7 access to just your company data and only
those documents they are authorized to retrieve.
RVI Cloud supports the capture of scanned paper
documents and imported PC files (word processing,
spreadsheets, emails, audio-visual, PDF print output
and more). Digitized documents can be securely
accessed from the office, over the web or even from
a mobile device. Documents are delivered as PDFs
in the RVI OneLook (browser) interface.
RVI Cloud uses pay-as-you-grow pricing. Monthly
subscription rates are based on capacity usage
starting at 100 GB with additional storage available
in 100 GB increments. The monthly subscription fee
includes unlimited RVI users and technical support.
RVI Cloud has most of the same capabilities as our
on-premises solutions. A capture system, advanced
workflow, security, detail audits, eSignature support,
mobile apps and a screen-scrape utility to develop
interfaces with your applications are all included.
RVI Cloud uses an extra layer of security protection
(Company Code) in addition to the 5 standard levels
of security controls provided in the base product.
Also, the host provider uses data encryption when
delivering documents from their servers.
In addition to providing a safe / secure environment
for storing documents, a hosted solution offers other
advantages over on-premises approaches. Up-front
hardware investment is minimized, IT maintenance
requirements are reduced, and deployment is easier
across a wide variety of users / locations / devices.

Some of the key highlights of the RVI Cloud solution are
as follows:

















Hosted RVI solution (data replicated to similar site)
Pay-As-You-Grow pricing (in 100 GB increments)
Monthly subscription includes RVI technical support
Unlimited RVI users / no add-on modules
Expandable to multiple applications / departments
99 unique indexes per application / department
Capture system included (optional OCR extraction)
Microsoft integration (Send-To-RVI plug-in)
PC file imports (virtual print driver / drag & drop)
Security controls (plus Company Code layer)
Detailed audits / counts (graphical options)
Advanced workflow / approval system included
eSignature support (signature pads / mobile devices)
OneLook user interface / PDF delivery options
Integration - program calls / screen scrape utility
Mobile apps for Apple / Android devices

With RVI, it’s never complicated or expensive and we
provide the installation & training resources to bring it all
together for your paperless office project. Call one of our
certified document imaging specialists to discuss your
requirements or to schedule an RVI demo:
John Paul Roundtree, RVI Marketing Director
johnpaul@realvisionsoftware.com or 318-855-0283
Len Knudsen, RVI Solution Specialist
len@realvisionsoftware.com or 318-268-3453
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Real Vision Imaging (RVI) Cloud:

Hosting Company:

CMA Technology Solutions (Baton Rouge, LA)
www.cmaontheweb.com

CMA Contact:

Kyle Rogers, Solution Specialist
225-927-9200 x456
krogers@cmaontheweb.com

RVI Contact:

John Paul Roundtree, Marketing Director
318-449-4579 x107
johnpaul@realvisionsoftware.com

Base Offering:

Customer data and images are stored in a Tier IV data center located in the central
US region designed to Department of Defense anti-terrorism force protection codes
and is physically one of the most secure commercial sites in the nation. Backup and
replication are also stored in a similar site in the western US region. You can have
peace of mind that your data is securely stored and available.

License Terms:

Two license agreements are signed by the customer. Real Vision Software is the
developer, owner and support provider for the RVI Cloud software which requires
one license & support agreement. CMA Technology Solutions provides / hosts the
hardware environment for the RVI Cloud system and customer data and requires a
separate license & support agreement.

License Fees:

RVI Cloud is available for a monthly subscription fee with two components. Real
Vision Software charges $475 monthly (includes support) to license the RVI Cloud
software. CMA Technology Solutions charges a monthly core hosting fee for each
100 GB of capacity used for customer data. The initial 100 GB is $325 monthly
with an additional $100 monthly charge per additional 100 GB increment required.
$475
$325
$800

RVI Cloud monthly subscription charge
CMA core monthly hosting fee (initial 100 GB)
Total RVI Cloud monthly subscription (initial 100 GB)

$100

CMA core monthly hosting fee (per additional 100 GB increment)

Fee Examples:

Capacity
100 GB
200 GB
500 GB
1,000 GB

High Availability:

The RVI Cloud base offering includes backup of data / images. Replication to the
CMA High Availability site is also available through special bid with CMA.
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RVI Cloud
$475
$475
$475
$475

CMA Hosting
$325
$425
$725
$1,225

Total Subscription
$800 monthly
$900 monthly
$1,200 monthly
$1,700 monthly
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